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Abstract. In the ﬁeld of wireless network optimization, with the enlargement of network size and the complication of network structure,
traditional processing methods cannot eﬀectively identify the causes of
network faults in the face of increasing network data. In this paper, we
propose a root-cause-analysis method based on distributed data mining
(DRCA). Firstly, we put forward an improved decision tree, where the selection of the best split-feature is based on the feature’s purity-gain, and
then we skillfully convert the problem of root-cause-analysis into modeling of an improved decision tree and interpretation of the tree model.
In order to solve the problem of memory and eﬃciency associated with
large-scale data, we parallelize the algorithm and distribute the tasks to
multiple computers. The experiments show that DRCA is an eﬀective,
eﬃcient, and scalable method.
Keywords: KPI Faults, Root-Cause-Analysis, Improved Decision Tree,
Distributed Data Mining, Parallelization Algorithm
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Introduction

Wireless network optimization is an important part of the network operation
process [2]. In general, the monitoring of network performance relies on a predeﬁned set of key performance indicators (KPIs). Faults in these KPIs always
represent the deterioration of network performance [2].
The network system outputs numerous KPI reports daily. Engineers traditionally analyze these reports to identify the speciﬁc causes of KPI faults based
on accumulated experience and data processing tools [1,7,8]. However, the enlargement of network size and the complication of network structure leads to
inaccuracies and ineﬃciencies with the traditional method. There are two issues pertaining to KPI faults in wireless networks: ﬁrstly, the KPI reports for
analysis lack root causes labels, so the problems cannot be transformed into a
multi-classiﬁcation of the root causes; secondly, with the limitation of RAM capacity and CPU speed [11], it is diﬃcult to obtain timely and eﬀective results
when dealing with large-scale KPI reports.
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Problem Definition and Analysis

Each row of the report represents one sample. Assuming the KPI report has
N (N is very large) samples in total, expressed as xi (1 6 i 6 N ), each column
represents a feature of xi . The structure of the report is as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The structure of the KPI report
Index Start Time Period Cell Indicator1 · · · IndicatorK (KPI) IndicatorM
1
···
N

We deﬁne a set S containing all Indicators from Indicator1 to IndicatorN ,
with the exception of Indicator K (KPI ). To determine the set of {Root Cause i }
(Root Cause i ∈ S ) leading to the KPI fault, and the corresponding set of
{Weight i }(Weight i represents the inﬂuence of Root Cause i on the KPI fault),
we take a series of indicators in the set S as features, and the occurrence of
KPI(Indicator K ) fault as labels to train the binary classiﬁcation model. Then,
we interpret the model to obtain each root cause and its weight. Based on the
considerations of interpretability and parallelizability, we have selected the decision tree [10] as the classiﬁcation model.

3
3.1

Method Introduction
Data Preparation

We regard whether the KPI fault occurs as the training target (label), so it is
necessary to extract the KPI of each x i and compare the value with the industry
threshold. If the KPI fault occurs, then label i = -1 otherwise label i = 1.
3.2

Model Training

Theoretical Principle. Based on the idea of the decision tree [9,10] we view
“KPI fault occurrence” as the classiﬁcation target. In the growth of the decision
tree, we continuously select Indicator i (Indicator i ∈ S ) as the decision-making
basis. If Indicator i can provide more information for classiﬁcation, it is more
likely to be a root cause.
However, it is clear that our real intention of the training decision tree is
not to classify, but to obtain the extent of eﬀective information brought by
each indicator for classiﬁcation. As shown in Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b), there is a
non-linear relationship between information entropy and the distribution of a
variable X in binary classiﬁcation. Therefore, there will be some deviation if we
use entropy-gain to quantify the inﬂuence of each feature on classiﬁcation.
Therefore, we propose another criterion to select features when training the
decision tree. Assuming the proportion of negative samples whose label = -1 in
data-set D is p − , we deﬁne the purity of D as follows:
P urity(D) = |2 ∗ p− − 1| .

(1)
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(a) Entropy-1

(b) Entropy-2
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(c) Purity

Fig. 1. The relationship between the distribution and entropy/purity.

As shown in Fig.1(c), there is linear relationship between purity and the
distribution of the variable X in binary classiﬁcation. Since all indicators are
continuous, we use the dichotomy to process these continuous features. Suppose
that continuous feature a has L diﬀerent values on D, recording as {a 1 , a 2 ,
. . . , a L } after ranking in ascending order. The data-set D can be divided into
+
−
subsets D −
t and D t by split-point t, where D t contains the samples with values
+
on feature a not greater than t, and D t the samples with values greater than t.
We adopt directly each a i (1 6 i 6 L) forming the set of alternative split-points:
Ta = {ai |1 6 i 6 L} .

(2)

Based on the deﬁnition of purity, we deﬁne the purity-gain similarly to the
information entropy-gain:
Gain(D, a) = max Gain(D, a, t)
t∈Ta

= max
t∈Ta

∑
λ∈{−,+}

|Dtλ |
P urity(Dtλ ) − P urity(D) .
|D|

(3)

Concrete Implementation. To calculate the purity-gain of each feature, we
gather their information in parallel using MapReduce. The breadth-ﬁrst strategy
is used to generate the decision tree layer by layer so that with a single execution,
the statistical information of all tree-nodes on the same layer can be obtained
simultaneously.
In order to record the position of each tree-node and to divide the data-set
into the tree-nodes expediently, we design the following data structure:
N ode :
P ath : M ap<indicator id, P air<indicator value, comparison>>
Label : String

where P ath represents the series of conditions that should be met from the rootnode to the current N ode. Label can be “inside” or “leaf ” which means N ode
is an internal node or a leaf node.
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In order to avoid excessive growth of the decision tree, we set a parameter
called limit. When the purity-gain of the best split-feature on a node is less than
limit, the node will stop splitting and be marked as a leaf node.
The training process of a model is described as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: DecisionTreeDriver
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: DP ath: file path of the data-set after data preparation
Output: T ree: the trained model of decision tree
currentQueue ← new LinkedList<N ode> ;
rootN ode ← new N ode() ;
Insert rootN ode to currentQueue ;
while currentQueue is not empty do
newQueue ← new LinkedList<N ode> ;
write currentQueue to HDFS ;
P roduceStatisticalInf o(DP ath) ; //run MapReduce Job to do statistics on data-set
for each node ∈ currentQueue do
read the statistical information from HDFS ;
bestP G , bestF eatureID , bestSplitP oint ← SelectBestSplitF ea(node) ;
if bestP G < limit then
node.Label ← “leaf”
else

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

node.Label ← “inside” ;
lef tP ath ← node.P ath.add(bestF eatureID,P air<bestSplitP oint,0>) ;
lef tN ode ← new N ode(lef tP ath) ;
rightP ath ← node.P ath.add(bestF eatureID,P air<bestSplitP oint,1>) ;
rightN ode ← new N ode(rightP ath) ;
insert lef tN ode,rightN ode to newQueue ;

add node to T ree
currentQueue ← newQueue ;
return T ree

The function P roduceStatisticalInf o represents statistics on large-scale samples with MapReduce. In the phase of Map, for each N odej , if the sample xi
meets the P ath of N odej then a key-value pair recording as <key, value> will
be output. The Reducers receive the pairs of <key, value> output by Mappers
and add the values of the same key up recording as value sum. The value sum
is actually the number of samples which meet the key. Then write all pairs of
<key, value sum> to HDFS.
SelectBestSplitF ea, as the name suggests, is the function to select the best
split-feature of each node according to the output above produced by MapReduce. With the help of the characteristic that all pairs of <key, value sum> are
sorted by key and no key is repeated after the Reduce function, we only need
to traverse the output once to determine the purity-gain of each feature.
3.3

Reverse Interpretation

After training the model, suppose that the decision tree has T nodes numbered
1, 2, . . . , T . We use an array named node f ea to record the best split-feature of
each node while another named node pg records the purity-gain of the abovementioned split-feature. We make use of MapReduce to divide all samples into
the corresponding paths of the decision tree in parallel, and then record the
number of negative samples passing through each tree-node in the array statistic.
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In the ﬁrst instance, we acquire the indexes of tree-nodes with the same best
split-features, for each Indicatori (Indicatori ∈ S) expressed as indi :
Indexes(indi ) = {index|node f ea[index] = indi (indi ∈ S)} .

(4)

Since the same split-feature may appear in diﬀerent nodes, we deﬁne the weighting purity-gain for each feature as follows:
∑
statistic[j] × node pg[j]
∑
.
(5)
P Gain(indi ) =
k∈Index(indi ) statistic[k]
j∈Index(indi )

Considering that the number of samples divided by diﬀerent split-features is also
diﬀerent while training the model, the absolute weight of indi is deﬁned as:
∑
P Gain(indi ) × j∈Index(indi ) statistic[j]
× 100% . (6)
Abs W eight(indi ) =
∑T
k=1 statistic[k]
Then the relative weight of indi is obtained:
Abs W eight(indi )
× 100% .
indi ∈S Abs W eight(indi )

Rela W eight(indi ) = ∑

4

(7)

Experiment and Analysis

In order to verify the eﬀect of DRCA in mining the root cause of KPI faults,
we conduct a series of relevant experiments and validate the eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of this method.
4.1

Experimental Environment

The data-set used in this study is provided by a company in the ﬁeld of communication and sampled from a realistic communication network. The data-set
contains 2203740 samples and the composition of each sample has been explained
previously. Excluding Index, StartT ime, P eriod, and Cell there are 57 indicators in the data-set, including 5 KPIs. The remaining 52 indicators may possibly
lead to KPI faults. Furthermore, we take a Hadoop cluster with 1 master and 4
slaves to do experiments.
4.2

Criteria

Regarding the problem raised in this paper, it’s diﬃcult to do an experiment
compared with other conventional methods. On one hand, those methods can’t
output the weight of each root-cause; On the other hand, due to the lack of
suﬃcient labeled data as a criterion, we can’t quantify the accuracy of the result
mined by each method. To verify the eﬀectiveness of the model, we propose the
following reliability criteria, relying on the analysis of the problem combined
with the real situation:
(1)The root-causes obtained should be relatively stable and concentrated;
(2)The root-causes obtained should coincide partly with the manual experience.
Additionally, the eﬃciency is evaluated by comparing with the serial algorithm.
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4.3

Eﬀectiveness Experiment

In the experiment, we focus on the KPI called “RRC Setup Success Rate”.
According to the industry standard, this KPI breaks down when its value is less
than 99.5%. We mine the possible root-causes which lead to the fault of it from
the set S. When training the decision tree model, we change the feature selection
criterion from entropy-gain (Method 1) to purity-gain (Method 2). Then, we
compare the results of the two methods under the diﬀerent values of limit.

(a) Number of tree nodes

(b) Number of root causes

Fig. 2. The mining results of two diﬀerent methods.

It can be seen from Fig.2(a) that, with the limit decreasing, the growth
rate of the decision tree trained by Method 1 is signiﬁcantly higher than that
of Method 2. As shown in Fig.2(b), there is not a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the
number of root causes between the two methods. However, further analysis of
Table 2 shows that the root causes resulting from Method 1 are not stable and
the weight of fractional root causes changes signiﬁcantly. By comparison, the
root causes obtained by Method 2 are considered to be stable.
Table 2. The root-causes and their weight of two methods
Limit
0.3
0.25

0.15

Method 1
Root Cause
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.3
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.2
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.2
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.3
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.CCE.Avail
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.1
RRC ConnReq attempt

Weight
100.00%
34.93%
31.46%
27.67%
22.74%
19.25%
16.21%
14.69%
13.57%
10.34%

Method 2
Root Cause
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.3
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.2
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.3
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.AggLvl8Num
L.ChMeas.PDCCH.SymNum.2
L.ChMeas.CCE.Avail
RRC ConnReq attempt

Weight
100.00%
44.27%
32.15%
23.58%
30.71%
22.31%
14.33%
16.22%
11.06%

Drawing on the experience provided by the above company, the main reasons
for the fault of “RRC Setup Success Rate” are the following: weak coverage,
strong interference, and channel congestion. The root causes mined by Method 2
mostly point to the “P hysical Down link Control Channel” (PDCCH), which
is perceptibly consistent with the manual experience — channel congestion.
Considering the stability, concentration, and consistency with manual experience of the root causes resulting from Method 2, it can be proved that the
method we propose is eﬀective.
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Eﬃciency Experiment

Simultaneously, we achieve the serial version of our method and compare it
with DRCA. The following experiments deal with the KPI named “RRC Setup
Success Rate”, and are conducted on the basis of limit = 0.15.

Fig. 3. The running time of two methods. Fig. 4. The relative speedup of DRCA.

The 1K, 10K, 100K, 1M, and 2M samples are selected from the original
data-set as the experimental data, and the running time of serial algorithm is
compared with that of the DRCA on diﬀerent data. As can be seen from Fig.3,
in terms of small-scale data, the parallel algorithm is actually not as eﬃcient
as the serial. With the increase in the number of samples, the eﬃciency of the
stand-alone serial algorithm decreases while DRCA performs well, which shows
that DRCA can greatly improve the eﬃciency in the face of large-scale data.
Then, we test the relative speedup of DRCA with the 1M samples by changing
the number of slave nodes in the cluster. As shown in Fig.4, with the increase
in the number of slaves in the cluster, the computing capability of DRCA is
enhanced, which proves that the algorithm is well scalable.
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Related Work

In root-cause-analysis and fault detection, there are many researches based on
machine learning, including supervised models such as logistic regression [5] and
k-nearest neighbor [6], as well as unsupervised models such as clustering [3].
However, these models [3,4,5,6] are not suitable for our research, as we require
not only the root-causes of KPI faults, but also the weight of each root-cause.
Thus the model must have strong interpretability in order to interpret the answer
from the trained model, while the models mentioned above do not meet these
requirements. Further, facing large-scale data, the stand-alone models mentioned
above cannot better solve the bottlenecks of memory and computing speed.

6

Conclusions

In this study, ﬁrst we analyze the diﬃculties in identifying the root-causes of
KPI faults with the manual method. Then, we propose a DRCA, which draws
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the concept of purity and purity-gain from the main idea of the decision tree,
and constructs an improved decision tree using purity-gain as the selection criterion of the best split-feature. Finally, we obtain the suspicious root-causes and
their weight by means of reverse interpretation. We achieve the parallel algorithm to execute it on Hadoop. Experiments show that this method can overcome
the drawbacks of the traditional methods. Facing massive data, it ensures the
eﬀectiveness and also takes the eﬃciency and scalability into consideration. Obviously, this method has certain value and instructional signiﬁcance in the practical optimization scene of wireless networks. What’s more, it’s a new method
of root-cause-analysis, which can adopt to most data-sets with requirements of
root-cause mining, including big data.
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